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FROM THE TOP OF THE HOT ROD WORLD TO KITCHEN COUNTERTOPS
What do counter tops, sliding glass doors, bathroom mirrors and hot rods have in
common? Car customizing legend Don Varner. You see, Don likes to tinker. He is
captivated by thinking outside the box to make something more eﬃcient, eﬀective or
even aesthetically more appealing.
Hot rod enthusiasts might recognize him as the designer behind such famous custom
'Rods as El Matador, Silhouette and the legendary California Star. Varner turned the
custom world on its ear back in 1984 when California Star took top honors at the Grand
National Roadster Show. Despite enormous controversy, Don's version of the classic
1927 Model T earned the title "World's Most Beautiful Roadster" and cemented his
place in the automotive world.
It was this kind of disruptive solution that brought the original Water Blade into
existence, upending the car care world in the process. Now he has turned his attention
to the Home + Housewares Show. Come by Booth N8663 to see exactly what counter
tops and top hot rods have in common!
Sincerely,

Greg Hurley
One Pass USA
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About One Pass USA — One Pass founder Don Varner is a professional innovator,
inveterate tinkerer and legend in the automotive world. It was this kind of disruptive
solution that brought the original Water Blade into existence, upending the car care
world in the process. That sounds a bit dramatic, but take a look at how many copies
have hit the market since and you'll see what we mean. When we released the ﬁrst
Water Blade in 1996, it was called the "Original California Water Blade" — now it's
simply Original Water Blade. Don takes enormous pride in every product he designs, so
you know if it bears the One Pass name, it's a game changer!

About Don Varner Design — Don is the founder of One Pass Water Blade and a
ﬁxture in the Hot Rod world. Automotive enthusiasts might recognize him as the
designer behind such famous hot rods as El Matador, Silhouette and The California
Star. Varner turned the custom car world on its collective ear back in 1984 when
California Star took top honors at the Grand National Roadster Show. Despite
enormous controversy, Don's version of the classic 1927 Model T earned the title
"World's Most Beautiful Roadster" and cemented his place in the automotive world.
Whether or not you recognize the name, Don's rich and diverse hot rod design skills
have now been turned to innovations in the home and housewares ﬁeld.
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